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VARIOUS FIRE ACTS

Upon your request we can provide various

forms and shows of fire and combination of

fire and stilts or fire and dance.

Our performers come from Bulgaria,

Russia, Germany, France, Hungary, Austria,

Serbia, Greece.

Fire acts can presents mystical and

mythological creatures, historical periods,

steam-punk themes, fairy tale characters,

tribal themes and many more.

Acts can take from 5 to 15 to 30 mins or

they can be performed in several parts.

Combination of stage acts and street/indoor

performances are possible.

Fire Acts

Just ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



VARIOUS STILTS ACTS

Upon your request we can provide various

forms and shows of stilts acts and

combination of fire and stilts or stilts and

circus shows.

Our performers come from Bulgaria,

Germany, France, Hungary, Austria, Serbia.

Stilt acts can presents mystical creatures,

flowers, historical periods, steam-punk

themes, fairy tale characters, tribal themes,

circus shows and many more.

Acts can take from 5 to 15 to 30 mins or

they can be performed in several parts.

Combination of stage acts and street/indoor

performances are possible.

Stilts Acts

Just ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



THE BUBLE

Sinuous dance artistry in a transparent balloon -

book with artist for galas, shows & events

Is it only a soap bubble or is it the most graceful

combination of acrobatics and a simple transparent

sphere? At any rate the guests at your event will catch

their breath when the elegance of the performer merges

with the life-size crystal ball in a moving show and rises

up into the air.

Right from the start, with supple elegance the performer

enters into an absorbing dialogue with The Bubble – the

artistic embellishment of this aesthetic presentation.

Our obligation to entertainment at events of any kind

ensures that this act is the magical crown – with a

creative show of the very highest ability, with erotic

finesse and artistic aesthetics. Rarely is gracefulness so

captivating. Your guests will always continue to be elated

by this show.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high quality 

photos, technical requirements and videos.



VERTICAL PERFORMANCE

Vertical Show on any wall

Whether you would like to see our artist walk

over water or run up the wall: Vertical-show

gives your advertising or specially made video

for advertising a fascinating impulse – on any

wall! The vertical wall becomes the stage for this

spectacular performance between the sky and

earth.

For your company presentation or company

event, we can use any walls either vertical or

horizontal. Professionally and effectively we can

project nearly all vertical surfaces like company

walls, Industrial buildings, church towers,

bridges, etc. artistically or, for example a fashion

show or live musicians...

Our artists perform with the projection as

background: whether spectacularly dynamic,
dancing sensually,

breathtakingly dramatic.

entertainingly or

Together with the

combination people, art and video projection,

anything can be done to create this event. An

unusual performance, refreshing and creative. A

spectacular publicity campaign, fascinating and

long lasting.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



ART BALLOONING

Aerial acrobatics and advertising at high

level

With this animation show you can combine the

excellent acrobatics with advertising for your

company. Weightlessness and grace are the

features of this exclusive animation.

Like an angel the artist flies directly over the

heads of the guests and glides through the

entire location. So near that you can almost

touch her before she floats away again. The

artist is carried through the air by a helium

balloon and while she spins and turns she

leaves a trail of glitter behind her.

Her radiance is fascinating. Her talent inspiring.

You can use these magical moments for your

own company event. If you wish, free samples

and giveaways from your company can be

distributed during the flight. The balloon can be

illuminated from inside or serve as a projection

area for gobos, your logo, videos or other

advertising measures. It can also be used as

central hanging point for our act "Aerial-Silk".

Combine the two flight shows and double the

pleasure.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



FLYING PIANO

Heavenly dance of the piano up in the air

It is a glittering ball night. A wild and romantic

declaration of love to music. Coyly the piano

player, dressed in a dream of net lace and silk,

starts to play the first bars on the piano. And

before the audience can even begin to immerge
into the spell of the music

piano with its artiste into

begins. Over the heads

the dance of the

heavenly heights

of the audience

acrobatic elements blend with magical music

and affect the hearts of the listeners. The

acrobat’s grace is endearing, the melody of

temptation is alluring.

This liaison of acrobatics and music

demonstrates particularly affectionately strength

of expression and variety of our show acts as

special highlights for modern events as well as

for grand gala performances. Flying Piano is a

multi-dimensional aerial show using a 3D

airframe supported by a crane and can be

carried out indoors and outdoors. Rarely is

music so amazing. Again and again this unique

show act will undoubtedly affect your guests

emotionally!

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



FLYING VIOLIN

Music (f)lies in the air with this magic flying

act.

Musical skill and perfect aerial dance combine

charmingly in this flight show "Flying Violin". The

artist floats vertically and horizontally through the

air space over the guests at your event.

During her artistic flying act she plays her violin

live and this sometimes hanging upside down.

Pure sounds, perfect movements. And all this in

the utmost heights of your location. The

harmonious lighting effects make this artistic show

perfect. It is a masterpiece of flight acrobatics.

Optionally this show can be combined with a

classical orchestra, show band or DJ.

The airborne violinist plays a comprehensive

repertoire of classical music, pop or rock, naturally

"Live". You will be astonished by this unusual and

moving show-act. The guests at your event or

classical concert will have a festival for their

senses, a magical show with music and artistic

combined.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



LUMIERE DELUXE

A luminous event performance

An unusual and sensuous dress, a gleaming

grand piano and a beautiful chandelier. With these

accessories the artist transforms every event for a

moment into a magnificent ballroom in her flying

show "Lumiere Deluxe".

The light comes on and the room gets a radiant

glow. Splendour and glamour control the stage.

Seated at her piano the artist plays beautifully and

passionately. With her charming ease she draws

the public into her magic world. The musical

beauty of modern-classical music rises, the artist

leaves her piano and with elegant dance and

acrobatic movements she enters into the world of

the chandelier. Several times there is a

fascinating, graceful change between acrobatics

and piano playing. The artist's perfection is

rewarded enthusiastically. The elegance of her

movements go right to your heart.

This unique presentation can be shown on a

stage, directly next to the guests tables or in the

middle of a banqueting hall where the chairs are

arranged around the location.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



AQUATICA

A sensual event show in the water

Magical lighting effects and the touching unity of

the artiste with the element water will transform

your event location into a place of pure magic. On

stage: a glass hemisphere filled with water. The

choreography: pure passion.

Water ballet, contortion, dance and water

acrobatics blend and symbolize beauty, purity and

femininity. A wave of poetry fills the room. For your

opening ceremony, gala performance or your

company event a little space for the glass

hemisphere, the right light and a little time is all

that it takes to create magical moments.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



AQUATWINS

A captivating game of two bodies in the

element water

Staged as the seductive game of two bodies this

acrobatic water show immerses the audience into

the secrets of water and its inhabitants. The

limited space in the glass hemisphere filled with

water gives a special charm to this dance

performance, in particular because there are two

artistes.

In the mirrored performance moving emotions and

fantastic light effects blend into a sea of magic.

Aqua Twins is the magical perfection of Aquatica.

A liaison of two breathtaking bodies moving in the

harmony of the water. A kind of sensual duet

comes into being from this water show. Out of the

mirrored dance movements of pure emotion and

art a tempting highlight meeting highest demands

emanates. One for your events and functions.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



SWINGING POLES
Artistic perfection floating 5m off the ground.

Book your dancers, performers and artists for

the absolute wow factor at your event!

The image of a delicate blade of grass drifting in a

fresh breeze. As the Artist provides momentum,

the movement of the pole becomes larger and

larger and the impossible seems possible - we

believe that the Artist can reach down and touch

the floor from 5 meters in the air!

Dancing, swaying seamlessly, 5 meters in the air,

our Swinging Poles are outstanding as part of any

show or as an individual act. Pole acrobats

transport the onlookers into a state of breathless

excitement. Each swing leaves the audience

trembling and amazed and ensures a unique

effects on both small and large stages.

Art, ability and a unique choreography – which

can be customized to the wishes of the client –
combine

We can

complete

to produce a breathtaking act.

provide individual performers or a

ensemble who can perform with or

without props, drifting gracefully on our Swinging

Poles to be the highlight of your event.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



AIR DANCERS
Powerful dance with the wind, fascinating

setting for show and event

The stage is alive - filled with a graceful dance

with the wind. Lithe and lissome the modern

dance interpretation winds itself around the

excellent artists who even give a hold and a form

to the strongest wind. The show act itself seems

to be a mere whiff of wind and silk. But what

seems to be so effortless is simultaneously a

show of strength - skillfully orchestrated by artists

who can be booked for your event.

The show combines know-how with extremely

strong wind machines letting the Air Dancers

perform a spectacular show, flowing harmoniously,

a feast for all eyes. With the Air Dancers emotions

become visible and palpable - and that on almost

all larger stages and therefore more than suited to

your corporate entertainment event. For the Air

Dancers’ performance it is all about skillful play

with the wind. The dancers and artists offer a

fantastic setting for any big event or show.

Combine art and entertainment with the power of

nature. Bring a fresh wind to your corporate event.

Acrobats / Circus

Please ask us for more information, high

quality photos, technical requirements and

videos.



GIANT PUPPET

Giant puppets up to five meters tall create magical moments

They are delicate but huge. Their mystical charm and discreet elegance is wholly satisfying. The Giant Puppets are up

to five meters tall puppets made of wire mesh and are handled by puppeteers and skillfully staged. The seemingly

three dimensional magical puppets can be customized for any event. The puppeteers can be booked as well. For they

are the hidden artists who implement the individual choreography solely for your event and handle the Giant Puppets

with exact precision - accompanying your special individual event story. Here you can choose to have the joining

together of art and entertainment or the act of the fragile creatures on their own. With almost human-like movements

the Giant Puppets also come into touch with the audience - depending on the type of production chosen. They tell

touching stories in evocative moments. Space and time become unimportant. A magical and fabulous combination of

art and entertainment. Book this enchanting live act and our artists for your event! You will be thrilled!

Please ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.

Acrobats / Circus



STREET STROLLS, PUPPETS,
MIMS, CLOWNS AND OTHER
ENTERTAINMENT

Upon your request we can provide various

artists and shows for the entertainment /

welcoming of your audience, customers or

at your private party.

Magicians, jugglers, clowns, pole-dancers,
cabaret artists,

masters, street

wish!

Our performers

living-statues, puppet-

artists…just name your

come from Bulgaria,

Russia, Germany, France, Hungary, Austria,

Serbia, Greece.

Combination of stage acts and street/indoor 

performances are possible.

Just free your imagination!

Other Acts

Ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



ANSIOSA

Fantastic show that Tells the story of the

longing of life.

Duration 80 minutes 1 intermission

Celestial bodies of the moon Ansiosa – who

live far above the clouds, far from all human

needs, who play with the stars and count the

moon among their friends, these wonderful

beings watch over the feelings of earthly

humans, although they themselves feel neither

hatred nor love, and desires and dreams are

also completely unknown to them. This is the

story about one of these celestial bodies,

called Elena. She was supposed to keep

careful watch over the Book of Human Desires,

so that it should never be lost. But one day

when the moon and its celestial friends were

having a celebration, the Book of Desire fell

down to Earth. and so the story begins.

,,Ansiosa'' is a full evening show from which

you can also book excerpts and show parts.

Fusion of acrobats, stilts, costumes, light show

Performance takes place at

Stage/Indoor/Outdoor.

Full Shows

Please ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



DRUMMATICAL SHOW 21

80 Minutes show ; 1 intermission

A stirring energetic show featuring percussion,

modern & Classical dance and classical vocals.

The computerized 3D light design visualizes

rhythm and percussion and creates

outstanding stage designs made of light and

shadow.

In an exiting crossover choreography dancers

move in perfect tune with the language of the

music, light and fire.

Fusion of drums, music, fire, light show

,,21'' is a full evening show from which you can

also book excerpts and show parts.

Performance takes place Stage/ Indoor/

Outdoor.

Full Shows

Please ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



ARCTICA

Duration 80 minutes ; 1 intermission

Under the title "Arctica" robs you of this year's

brilliant show of Cirque Nouvel breath. A 

modern winter wonderland - implemented with 

impressive scenes, fast-paced acts, the

powerful Drumatical Theatre, unique voices,

aesthetics and acrobatics of the highest order!

Arctica is in Earth's history, a hypothetical

continent that could have existed a long time

ago. It consisted of parts of North America and

the central parts of Siberia. The modern winter

wonderland Arctica Show leads guests exactly

where all life has its origin!

Fusion of drums, music, fire, light show, stilts,

acrobatic show.

Arctica is a full evening show from which you 

can also book excerpts and show parts.

Performance takes place at 

Stage/Indoor/Outdoor.

Full Shows

Please ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.



LIVING AIRCRAFT / CURTAIN

Duration 10-15 mins

Aerial Drum-performance in combination with 

breathtaking "Tissues“. Fusion of percussion,

dance, air-acrobatic show.

Performance takes place at Stage/ Indoor/

Outdoor.

Full Shows

Please ask us for more information, high quality photos, technical requirements and videos.


